My Thoughts and Actions
At the table of the Commander-m-Chief in the East representatives from all parts of East and West Prussia were particularly frequent visitors.
Many princes were our guests at various times.
A visit from His Majesty the Emperor was, of course, a special honour. Even then conversation was unrestrained, and we felt that His Majesty liked to be with us.
I was particularly pleased to have guests at meals, because it gave me an opportunity of bringing up various questions that required discussion. In this way I saved time later for other military duties.
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Strength of will and foresight are needed for the command of armies ; but an intimate knowledge of the composition and organization of the mighty instrument is also necessary, and this can only be acquired and retained by unremitting work. There is yet another requirement, an understanding of the moral of one's own troops and of the peculiarities of the enemy. That cannot be acquired by work; it is, like so many other things, a matter of personality. The greater the task, the more important do these moral factors become. Confidence and faith in ultimate victory are the bonds which unite the leader and his troops.
The Group and Army commands displayed initiative and understanding in assisting us in our extremely arduous task. We always maintained a constant interchange of views with them, although the final decision rested with us. General Headquarters had, further, to smooth out difficulties and to preserve a certain unity of view on the many matters which make up the life of an army. The frequent transfers of troops made this particularly important.
Subject to these necessary limitations each Command was independent within its own sphere. This was more the case during the war of movement or attack than in stationary warfare and defence. Tactical situations did, of course, arise in which
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